Memorial Service

We are grateful to share this moment of reflection and remembrance together as a community.

With this four-times annual service of remembrance, we call to mind those who have touched our lives and whose memories continue to influence us even after they have gone the way of all the earth. We are grateful for the gift of their lives, and strive to honor their memories in the way we live our own.

We pause, and allow melody to transport us to a place of connection knowing that the love we have shared is far stronger than death.

We remember those we love, and we pray that we may live our lives today and always so that their names will continue to be an inspiration to us, and ours one of pride to them.

May the memories of all we remember be for a blessing.

Rabbi Carie Carter  Cantor Judy Ribnick
Each of Us Has a Name
By Zelda (1914-1984)

Each of us has a name
Given by the Source of Life
And given by our parents.

Each of us has a name
Given us by our stature and our smile
And given by what we wear.

Each of us has a name
Given us by the mountains
And given by our walls.

Each of us has a name
Given by the stars
And given by our neighbors.

Each of us has a name
Given by our sins
And given by our longings.

Each of us has a name
Given by our enemies
And given by our love.

Each of us has a name
Given by our celebrations
And given by our work.

Each of us has a name
Given by the seasons
And given by our blindness.

Each of us has a name
Given by the sea
And given by our death.
**Limnot Yameinu**  
-From Psalm 90, Melody by Rabbi Yitzhak Husbands Hankin

לִמְנוֹת יָמֵינוּ כֵּן הוֹדַע וְנָבִיא לְבַב חָכְמָה

Lim-not ya-mei-nu ken ho-da, v’na-vi l’vav choch-ma

Teach us to treasure each day.  
That we may open our hearts to your wisdom.  
Oh, teach us to treasure each day.

**They Are Falling All Around Me**  
-Adapted from Bernice Johnson Reagon

They are falling all around me. (X4)  
The strongest leaves of my tree.

Every paper brings the news that (X3)  
The teachers of my sound are moving on.

Death it comes and rests so heavy (X3)  
Your face I’ll never see,  
Never see you any more.

But you’re not really going to leave me.  
You’re not really going to leave me. (X2)  
It is your path I walk/It is your song I sing  
It is your load I take on/It is your air I breathe  
It’s the record you set that makes me go on.  
It’s your strength that helps me stand  
You’re not really going to leave me.

I will try to sing my song right. (X3)  
Be sure to let me hear from you.

**Zichronam Livracha**  
-Melody and English by Cantor Anita Schubert

Zich-ro-no livracha  
Zich-ro-nam livracha  
Zich-ro-nah livracha  
We are blessed remembering you.  
El ma-lei ra-cha-mim sho-chen bam’ro-mim  
Tas-ti-rem b’se-ter k’na-fe-cha l’o-la-mim.

Zich-ro-no...
Broken Hearted
(Hebrew and English text, p. 293 Machzor Lev Shalem; Words: Psalm 147:3, 4; Zelda)

Healer of the broken-hearted
Binder of their wounds
Counter of the uncountable stars
You know who we are
Exalted, compassionate God.

Kohelet (Ecclesiastes) Chapter 3
To every thing there is a season, and a time for every purpose under the heaven.
A time to be born, and a time to die.
A time to plant, and a time to harvest that which is planted.
A time to kill, and a time to heal.
A time to break down and a time to build up.
A time to weep, and a time to laugh.
A time to mourn, and a time to dance.
A time to cast away stones, and a time to gather stones together.
A time to embrace, and a time to refrain from embracing.
A time to get, and a time to lose.
A time to keep, and a time to cast away.
A time to rend, and a time to sew.
A time to keep silence, and a time to speak.
A time to love, and a time to hate.
A time of war, and a time of peace.
Psalm 23
A Psalm of David: Adonai is my shepherd. I shall not want. God gives me repose in green meadows. God leads me beside the still waters to revive my spirit. God guides me on the right path, for that is God’s nature. Though I walk in the valley of the shadow of death, I fear no harm, for You are with me. You prepare a banquet for me in the presence of my foes. You anoint my head with oil; my cup overflows. Surely goodness and kindness shall be my portion all the days of my life. And I will dwell in the House of Adonai forever.

Mizmor LeDa-vid: Ye-huZ Rê’I, LaE-hêzir.
Be-hawot Hê’sha, Yir’te-ni Ul-Mi Mê-nowot Yâ-helâmî.
Tâ’aruk Lë-fîn Xel-hûm Nêd Zâ-rî.
Dênshât Bëshim Râ’isî, Cësî Rô’îh.
Àkê Tôb 7nêzêt Yôdêmînî Yel-îmî Hîy.

Miz-mor leDa-vid: Lo ’ra ra ki A-tah i-ma-di
A-do-nai ro’i lo ech’sar Shiv’te-cha u-mish’an-te-cha
Bin’ot de-she yar’bi-tze-ni Hei-mah ye-na-cha-mu-ni.
Al mei me-nu-chot Ta’a-roch l’fa-nai shul-chan
ye-na-ha-lei-ni. Ne-ged tzo-re-ai
Naf-shi ye-sho-hev Di-shan-ta va-she-men ro-shi
Yan’che-ni be-ma’ag-lei Ko-si re-va-yah.
tze-dek Ach tov va-che-sed
Le-ma’an sh’mo. Yir’de-fu-nî kol ye-mei cha-yai
Gam ki ei-lech b’gei Ve-shav-ti be-veit A-do-nai
tzal-ma-vet L’o-rech ya-mim.
**Names of Many of Our Departed Loved Ones***

Beverly Gilda Albin (Baila Gittel bat Herman v’Esther)
Mother of Lisa Albin - 6 Tishrei, 5778 (9/25/2017)

Dr. Milton Alter (Chaim Meir ben Yosef Zelig v’Raizel)
Father of Daniel Alter - 26 Shevat, 5776 (2/5/2016)

Sylvia Altshuler (Slava)
Mother of Lisa Altshuler - 1 Elul, 5756 (8/16/1996)

Bernard Altshuler (Binyamin)
Father of Lisa Altshuler - 8 Shevat, 5737 (1/27/1977)

Daniel Stone
Cousin of Lisa Altshuler - 2 Av, 5767 (7/17/2007)

Marilyn Stone
Cousin of Lisa Altshuler - 16 Sivan, 5781 (5/27/2021)

Leonore Gordon
Dear Friend of Lisa Altshuler - 4 Cheshvan, 5779
(10/13/2018)

Eva Wolfsohn
Dear Friend of Lisa Altshuler - 3 Sivan, 5780 (5/26/2020)

*In most cases Gregorian dates were derived from the Hebrew calendar dates, so they may be off by a day or so from secular records, depending on the time of day that the individual passed away. For leap years, if Adar I or II was not specified, we assumed an Adar I date. Note that couples who are listing names may be listed together alphabetically by one or the other of the couple’s names. The Yizkor Book Coordinator has tried to be as accurate as possible, but deeply apologizes for any errors.
Sabina Goldstein (Yaffa)
   Mother of Leon Goldstein - 20 Tevet, 5745 (1/13/1985)

Israel Goldstein (Yisrael)
   Father of Leon Goldstein - 13 Tishrei, 5735 (9/29/1974)

Three Half-Siblings of Leon Goldstein, names, gender and dates unknown

Florence Arons (Fayga Ruchel)
   Mother of Lenore Arons and Grandmother of Aron Korashan - 12 Nissan, 5747 (4/11/1987)

Albert Arons (Avram ben Baruch)
   Father of Lenore Arons and Grandfather of Aron Korashan - 12 Shevat, 5740 (1/30/1980)

Bernard Arons
   Brother of Lenore Arons - 20 Tevet, 5778 (1/7/2018)

Shirley Korashan Yasen (Shifra bat Bluma v'Kusiel)
   Mother of Marc Korashan and Grandmother of Aron Korashan - 22 Sivan, 5761 (6/13/2001)

William Korashan (Zev ben Zalman Mayer)
   Father of Marc Korashan and Grandfather of Aron Korashan - 6 Chesvan, 5730 (10/18/1969)

Riva Korashan (Rivkah bat Z'ev v'Shifrah)
   Sister of Marc Korashan and Aunt of Aron Korashan - 21 Tevet, 5772 (1/16/2012)

Bernard Tursky (Don ben Yekutiel v'Bluma)
   Uncle of Marc Korashan - 26 Elul, 5772 (9/13/2012)

Norman Tursky (Nachman ben Kusiel v'Bluma)
   Uncle of Marc Korashan - 23 Tevet, 5782 (12/27/2021)

Bessie Tursky (Bluma)
   Grandmother of Marc Korashan - 23 Chesvan, 5741 (11/2/1980)

Karl Tursky (Kusiel)
   Grandfather of Marc Korashan - 15 Elul, 5739 (9/7/1979)

Esther Tursky (Esther bat Bluma v'Kassil)
   Aunt of Marc Korashan - 12 Kislev, 5769 (12/9/2008)

Julia Tursky (Shaindel bat Zalman v'Ette)
   Aunt of Marc Korashan - 2 Tammuz, 5765 (7/9/2005)
Roy Yasen (Reuven ben Shmuel Alexzonder)

Trudy Tursky (Gittel bat Yehudit Halevi v'Faiga)
Aunt of Marc Korashan - 14 Tevet, 5765 (12/26/2004)

Sol Tursky (Sholom ben Kusiel)
Uncle of Marc Korashan - 29 Av, 5755 (8/25/1995)

Sally Stopnitsky (Sarah Alta bat HaRav Gershon v'Roiza)
Mother of Barbara Auslander - 12 Iyyar, 5775 (5/1/2015)

Leo Stopnitsky (Yisroel Areyeh HaLevi ben Baruch Josef v'Golda Basha)
Father of Barbara Auslander - 20 Iyyar, 5761 (5/13/2001)

Rose Hass (Roiza bat HaRav Peretz v'Sarah)
Grandmother of Barbara Auslander - 27 Shevat, 5731 (2/22/1971)

Gershon Hass (Rav Gershon ben HaRav Asher Zelig)
Grandfather of Barbara Auslander - 14 Adar I, 5736 (2/15/1976)

Baruch Yosef and Golda Basha Stopnisky
Grandparents of Barbara Auslander - Perished in the Shoah

Isidore Hass (Yitzchok Tzvi ben HaRav Gershon v'Roiza)
Uncle of Barbara Auslander - 22 Kislev, 5764 (12/17/2003)

Abe Stopnicki (Avraham Yitzchok ben HaRav Baruch Yosef v'Golda Basha)
Uncle of Barbara Auslander - 16 Elul, 5772 (9/3/2012)

Milton Hass (Elimelech Peretz ben HaRav Gershon v'Roiza)
Uncle of Barbara Auslander - 11 Sivan, 5740 (5/26/1980)

Ferne Auslander (Freyda Chaya)
Mother of Andrew Auslander - 15 Kislev, 5783 (12/9/2022)

David Auslander (Duhvid Wolf)
Father of Andrew Auslander - 23 Adar I, 5760 (2/29/2000)

Merryl Koren (Masha Bryna bat Freyda Chaya v'Duvid Wolf)
Sister of Andrew Auslander - 29 Av, 5775 (8/14/2015)
Ruth Carol Harlow Berman  
Mother of Jean Berman - 23 Tishrei, 5772 (10/21/2011)

Harold J. Berman  
Father of Jean Berman - 3 Kislev, 5768 (11/13/2007)

Marion Stafford Harlow  
Grandmother of Jean Berman - 2 Tammuz, 5821 (6/20/1961)

S. Ralph Harlow  
Grandfather of Jean Berman - 11 Elul, 5732 (8/21/1972)

Emma Kaplan Berman  
Grandmother of Jean Berman - 15 Cheshvan, 5831 (10/20/1970)

Saul Berman  
Grandfather of Jean Berman - 17 Kislev, 5822 (11/30/1961)

Maxine Press (Nashama bat Yakkov)  
Mother of Aric Press - 4 Av, 5759 (7/17/1999)

George Press (Gershon Chayim ben Avraham)  
Father of Aric Press - 22 Adar 1, 5768 (2/28/2008)

Betty Blum  
Grandmother of Aric Press - 28 Cheshvan, Year unknown

Jack Blum  

Jack Blumenfeld (Yaakov ben Tzadik v'Sara)  
of Barry Blumenfeld - 15 Iyyar, 5782 (5/15/2022)

Joseph Blustein (Yosef Ben Sarah v Leb)  
Father of Jeffry Blustein - July, 1982

Eva Blustein (Chava)  
Mother of Jeffry Blustein - June, 2001

Edith Brafman (Rochel Leah bat Avrohom)  
Wife of Allen Brafman - 23 Iyyar, 5777 (5/19/2017)
Irving Brickman (Yisroel ben Menachem Nachum v'Alta Henya)
Father of Ellen Brickman - 19 Shevat, 5760 (1/26/2000)

Harold Brodsky (T'zvi ben Shalom)
Father of Rebecca Brodsky and Grandfather of Maya and Jonah Sugarman - 14 Av, 5775 (7/30/2015)

Joshua Brodsky (Matityahu ben T'zvi)
Brother of Rebecca Brodsky and Uncle to Maya and Jonah Sugarman - 14 Av, 5770 (7/25/2010)

Muriel Brodziak Brooks (Malkah bat Ephraim v'Sarah)
Mother of Fredrica Brooks - 21 Tishrei, 5770 (10/9/2009)

Paul Brooks (Pinchas)
Father of Fredrica Brooks - 23 Tishrei, 5748 (10/16/1987)

Muriel and Paul Brooks

Michael David Safdie (Moshe David ben Yitzchak v'Dinah)

Kenneth Brodziak
Cousin of Fredrica Brooks - 19 Sivan, 5759 (6/3/1999)

Hazel Baumann
Aunt of Fredrica Brooks - 29 Kislev, 5764 (12/24/2003)

Abraham Baumann
Uncle of Fredrica Brooks - 7 Tammuz, 5726 (6/25/1966)

Hazel and Abraham Baumann
Harold Brooks  
Father of Lia Brooks, Grandfather of Carlin and Hannah Brooks - 28 Shevat, 5766 (2/26/2006)

Florence Handler  
Mother of Jen Handler, Grandmother of Carlin Brooks and Hannah Brooks - 24 Tammuz, 5783 (7/12/2023)

Lorraine Canner  
Mother of Barbara Canner - 23 Nissan, 5783 (4/14/2023)
Marvin Canner  
Father of Barbara Canner - 28 Tishrei, 5762 (10/15/2001)

Anne Chernick (Chana bat David v'Feige)  
Mother of Howard Chernick - 6 Shevat, 5766 (2/3/2006)
Jack Chernick (Yaakov ben Zalman)  
Father of Howard Chernick - 16 Nissan, 5773 (3/27/2013)
Paul Chernick  
Brother of Howard Chernick - 11 Cheshvan, 5783 (11/5/2022)

Shirley Zeitlin  
Mother of June Zeitlin - 27 Shevat, 5755 (1/27/1995)
Norman Zeitlin  
Father of June Zeitlin - 12 Sivan, 5736 (6/10/1976)
Rae Berman Green  
Grandmother of June Zeitlin - 5 Shevat, 5758 (1/31/1998)
Lillian Breiger  
Aunt of June Zeitlin - 26 Kislev, 5769 (12/23/2008)
Roberta Weiner  
Friend of June Zeitlin - 19 Tammuz, 5775 (7/6/2015)
Carol Dianna Chinn (Dina bat Moshe v'Chaya)
   Mother of Sarah Chinn - Elul 3, 5783 (8/19/2023)
Geoffrey Chinn (Gershon ben Asher v'Sara)
   Father of Sarah Chinn - 12 Adar, 5769 (3/8/200)

Paul Cohen (Shraga ben Mordechai v'Devora)
   Husband of Harolyn Ruben Cohen - 3 Tammuz, 5783
   (6/22/2023)
Dora Kubzansky Cohen (Devora bat Yosef v'Libbe)
   Mother of Paul Cohen - 5 Adar, 5751 (2/19/1991)
Max Cohen (Mordecai ben Leah v'Gutman HaCohen)
   Father of Paul Cohen - 10 Tishrei, 5767 (10/2/2006)

Jean Ruben (Chiena bat Chana v'Gutman)
   Mother of Harolyn Ruben Cohen - 16 Av, 5772 (8/4/2012)
Morton Ruben (Mochel ben David v'Chana)
   Father of Harolyn Ruben Cohen - 29 Tammuz, 5761
   (7/20/2001)

Alan Cooper (Avraham ben Shmuel v'Yehudit)
   Father of David Cooper - 13 Elul, 5782 (9/9/2022)
Robert Cooper (Chanan ben Avraham v'Varda)
   Brother of David Cooper - 19 Sivan, 5753 (6/7/1993)

Samuel Allen Diamond (Shmuel Avram)
   Husband of Carol Diamond - 14 Kislev, 5752 (11/21/1991)
Sarah Lustig
   Mother of Carol Diamond - 14 Tishrei, 5752 (9/22/1991)
Jacob Lustig
   Father of Carol Diamond - 9 Shevat, 5723 (2/3/1963)
Ernie Schimel
   Brother-in-law of Carol Diamond - 19 Iyyar, 5777 (5/15/2017)
Robert Meisel
   Brother-in-law of Carol Diamond - 12 Kislev, 5781 (11/28/2020)
Lena Schneid
   Aunt of Carol Diamond - 26 Adar, 5722 (4/1/1962)
Maxwell Sellinger
   Cousin of Carol Diamond - 8 Adar II, 5760 (3/15/2000)
Zara Diamond
   Mother-in-law of Carol Diamond - 24 Shevat, 5742 (2/17/1982)
Philip Diamond
   Father-in-law of Carol Diamond - 5 Tishrei, 5717 (9/10/1956)
Glenn Zane Rothenberg
   Nephew of Carol Diamond - 4 Av, 5779 (8/5/2019)
Harriet Harris Winston
   Friend of Carol Diamond - 2 Elul, 5776 (9/5/2016)
Stuart Winston
   Friend of Carol Diamond - 1 Sivan, 5777 (5/26/2017)

Rhoda Lubow
   Mother of Amy Lubow Downs - 1 Kislev, 5763 (11/6/2002)
Jacob Lubow
   Father of Amy Lubow Downs - 22 Shevat, 5780 (2/17/2020)

James Duchowny (Yosef ben Yaakov v'Sarah)
   Husband of Betty Duchowny and Father of Diana Duchowny - 2 Tishrei, 5771 (9/10/2010)
Aida Kozuch Michalovitz
   Mother of Betty Duchowny and Grandmother of Diana Duchowny - 24 Nisan, 5738 (5/2/1978)
David Michalovitz
   Father of Betty Duchowny and Grandfather of Diana Duchowny - 19 Tammuz, 5717 (7/18/1957)
Sonia Saidenberg Duchowny Temkin (Sara)
   Grandmother of Diana Duchowny - 3 Cheshvan, 5725 (10/9/1964)
Jacob Temkin (Yaakov)
   Grandfather of Diana Duchowny - 27 Nisan, 5705 (3/19/1945)
Miguel Angelo Michalovitz. (ben David v'Aida)
   Brother of Betty Duchowny and Uncle of Diana Duchowny -
   29 Iyyar, 5730 (6/4/1970)

Bernardo Michalovitz (Dov ben David v'Aida)
   Brother of Betty Duchowny and Uncle of Diana Duchowny -
   11 Iyyar, 5776 (5/19/2016)

Rivka Ben-David Edelstein
   Mother of Suzy Edelstein - 2 Sivan, 5724 (5/13/1964)

Julius C. C. Edelstein
   Father of Suzy Edelstein - 16 Cheshvan, 5766 (11/18/2005)

Rivka and Julius Edelstein

Judith Effron
   Mother of Sara Effron - 27 Elul, 5784 (9/30/2024)

David Effron
   Father of Sara Effron - 6 Av, 5759 (7/19/1999)

Lawrence Lieberman
   Father of Geoff Lieberman - 11 Tammuz, 5747 (7/8/1987)

Laja Ejlenberg
   Great-Grand-Aunt of Matt Eilenberg, who perished in the Lodz
   Ghetto - 13 Elul, 5700 (9/16/1940)

Marianne Santo (Mariasa bat Yitzhak v'Sima)
   Mother of Helene Santo - 11 Sivan, 5744 (6/11/1984)

Irving Santo (Yosef Leib ben Minna (Miriam) v'Hayyim HaLevi)
   Father of Helene Santo - 25 Elul, 5771 (9/24/2011)

Benjamin Einhorn
   Husband of Torrence Einhorn - 25 Tishrei, 5773 (10/11/2012)
Elaine Elworth (Chashah bat Koppel v’Bela Leah)
   Mother of Steven Elworth - 25 Kislev, 5778 (12/13/2017)
Max Elworth (Mordechai ben Moshe HaLevi v’Sarah)
   Father of Steven Elworth - 19 Adar, 5757 (2/26/1997)

Florence Bannett Sinow (Tzippora bat Yaakov v’Shayni)
   Mother of Miriam Fleischmann - 22 Tevet, 5778 (1/9/2018)
Abraham Sinow (Avraham ben Mendel v’Dvora)
   Father of Miriam Fleischmann - 27 Tishrei, 5737 (10/9/1969)
Jennie (Medin) Bannett (Shayni bat Laizer v’Brina)
   Grandmother of Miriam Fleischmann - 15 Cheshvan, 5740 (11/5/1979)
Jack Bannett (Yaakov)
   Grandfather of Miriam Fleischmann - 23 Tishrei, 5729 (10/15/1968)
DellaRay (Belasco) Sinow
   Grandmother of Miriam Fleischmann - Dates Unknown
Morris Sinow
   Grandfather of Miriam Fleischmann - 29 Adar I, 5708 (3/10/1948)

Helen Adele (Klein) Fleischmann (Serka bat Yitzhak Yosef v’Itta Rochel), Mother of David Fleischmann - 6 Cheshvan, 5768 (10/24/2007)
Ludwig Fleischmann (Asher ben Avraham Aryeh v’Sofie)
   Father of David Fleischmann - 24 Iyyar, 5755 (5/24/1995)
Sofie (Hellman) Fleischmann
   Step-Grandmother of David Fleischmann - Dates Unknown
Leo Fleischmann (Avraham Aryeh)
   Grandfather of David Fleischmann - Dates Unknown
Itta Rochel (Reiser) Klein
   Grandmother of David Fleischmann - Dates Unknown
Joseph Klein (Yitzhak Yosef)  
Grandfather of David Fleischmann - Dates Unknown

Basche (Neumann) Klein  
Step-Grandmother of David Fleischmann - Dates Unknown

Samuel Friedland (Shmuel ben Selig v’Chana)  
Father of Karen Friedland - 8 Av, 5744 (8/6/1984)

Sylvia Friedland (Shosha bat Nacham v’Razel)  
Mother of Karen Friedland - 24 Adar, 5732 (3/10/1972)

William Arnold Brown (Velvil ben Josef v’Elsie)  
Brother-in-law of Karen Friedland - 3 Ceshvan, 5764 (10/29/2003)

Harold Zelko (Feivel ben Benjamin v’Sura)  
Father of Gary Zelko - 27 Tammuz, 5757 (8/1/1997)

Sarah Zelko  
Mother of Gary Zelko - 16 Tammuz, 5765 (7/23/2005)

Marjorie Goldstein  
Sister of Gary Zelko - Elul 22, 5783 (9/8/2023)

Sylvia Chalem  
Friend of Karen Friedland and Gary Zelko

Helen Friedman (Chaykeh Sorah bat Aharon v’Esther)  
Mother of Rabbi Donna Friedman - 6 Nissan, 5782 (4/7/2022)

Abraham Friedman (Avraham Ben Yosef v’Chava)  
Father of Rabbi Donna Friedman - 1 Ceshvan, 5767 (10/23/2006)

Joseph Friedman (Yosef ben Shmuel v’Chana)  
Father of Sally Friedman - 13 Elul, 5782 (9/9/2022)

Esther Gmach  
Mother of David Gmach - 6 Shevat, 5771 (1/11/2011)

Aron Gmach  
Father of David Gmach - 24 Adar, 5773 (3/6/2013)

Seymour Friedman (Zalman)  
Father of Todd Friedman - 18 Iyar, 5767 (5/6/2007)
Jean Gersh  
Mother of **Michael Gersh** - 13 Kislev, 5760 (11/22/1999)

Irving Gersh (Yitzhak)  
Father of **Michael Gersh** - 29 Av, 5770 (9/8/2010)

Dorothy Rosenberg  
Aunt of **Michael Gersh** - Date unknown

Paul Louis Glosser (Pasach Labe ben Shayna v'David)  
Father of **Amy Glosser** - 14 Elul, 5781 (8/22/2021)

Mimi Lieber (Miriam bat Tuvyah HaLevi v'Rhoda)  
Mother of **Janno Leiber** - 21 Tishrei, 5782 (10/16/2021)

Charles D. Lieber (Chayim ben Yaakov v'Gabrielle HaLevi)  
Father of **Janno Leiber** - 23 Adar II, 5776 (4/2/2016)

Irene Goldstein (Golda bat Moshe)  
Mother of **Ezra Goldstein** - 13 Sivan, 5741 (6/15/1981)

Bernard Goldstein (Baruch ben Shlomo v'Golda)  
Father of **Ezra Goldstein** - 24 Cheshvan, 5755 (10/29/1994)

Minnie Jaffe (Mumsie bat Yitzhak v'Riva)  
Mother of **Annette Jaffe** - 8 Tishrei, 5772 (10/6/2011)

Robert Julian Bockserman (Y'rachmial Yonah)  
Father of **Joyce Goldin** - 18 Cheshvan, 5781 (11/5/2020)

Estelle Goldin (Esther bat Baruch)  
Mother of **Martin Goldin** - 12 Shevat, 5781 (1/24/2021)

Bertram Goldin (Baruch Ben Moshe Noam)  
Father of **Martin Goldin** - 16 Adar, 5783 (3/8/2023)
Reva Zimmerman Gross (Rifka)
Mother of Bruce Gross - 29 Tammuz, 5766 (7/25/2006)

Max Gross (Mendel)
Father of Bruce Gross - 18 Shevat, 5752 (1/23/1992)

Helene Selter (Hadassa)
Sister of Bruce Gross - 14 Av, 5776 (8/18/2016)

Leslie Pope
Friend of Bruce Gross - 12 Iyyar, 5780 (5/6/2020)

Frances Narewski
Mother of Elizabeth Kaczmarczyk - 19 Av, 5768 (8/20/2008)

Chester Kaczmarczyk
Father of Elizabeth Kaczmarczyk - 8 Adar, 5761 (3/3/2001)

Deborah Coquillon

Jeremy Safron
Friend of Elizabeth Kaczmarczyk - 22 Iyar, 5778 (5/7/2018)
Walter Grossberg (Zev ben Yisroel v'Adele)
   Father of **Reva Grossberg** - 13 Sivan, 5753 (6/2/1993)
Claire Miller (Chaika bat bat Rebecca v'Israel)
   Grandmother of **Reva Grossberg** - 8 Iyyar, 5742 (5/1/1982)
David Miller (David)
   Grandfather of **Reva Grossberg** - 10 Tevet, 5731 (1/7/1971)
Assunta Senese
   Mother of **Carmela Senese** - 22 Tishrei, 5765 (10/7/2004)
Hirsch Grozalsky
   Father of **Malkie Grozalsky** - 8 Shevat, 5759 (1/25/1999)
Ahuva Wernick (Ahuva bat Chana Chaya)
   Mother of **Mindi Wernick** - 11 Iyyar, 5773 (4/21/2013)
Marshall Wernick (Moshe Ben Binyamin Herzl v'Rayzel)
   Father of **Mindi Wernick** - 5 Av, 5766 (6/30/2006)
Sophie Dorlester Shore
   Mother of **Jane Dorlester** - 1 Tevet, 5739 (12/31/1978)
Martin Dorlester
   Father of **Jane Dorlester** - 19 Elul, 5726 (9/4/1966)
Michael Dorlester
   Brother of **Jane Dorlester** - 14 Av, 5753 (8/1/1993)
Ida Halberstam (Chaya Shifra Bat Nattan V'Devorah )
   Mother of **Aron Halberstam** - 30 Kislev, 5764 (12/25/2003)
Rabbi Irving Halberstam (Yitzchak Shalom ben Harav Menachem Binyamin Ben Tzion V'enna Rechel )
   Father of **Aron Halberstam** - 2 Elul, 5775 (8/17/2015)
Mary Hammon
   Mother of **Kate Hammon** - 2 Tevet, 5780 (12/30/2019)
James Hammon
   Father of **Kate Hammon** - 6 Sivan, 5764 (5/26/2004)
Fern Renee Steinberg (Freida Riva bat Zelda)
   Mother of **Ruth Steinberg** - 28 Cheshvan, 5779 (11/6/2018)
Jerome Steinberg (Yehudah ben Reuven Yosef v'Rivka)
   Father of **Ruth Steinberg** - 29 Adar II, 5779 (4/5/2019)
Stella Liebhaber (Zelda)
   Grandmother of **Ruth Steinberg** - 29 Cheshvan, 5729 (11/20/1968)
Marc Simon (Moshe Volf ben Berel v'Chanah)
   Husband of Merrie Handfinger and father of Elize and Doron Simon - 7 Kislev, 5773 (11/21/2012)
Dorothy Handfinger (Deborah)
   Mother of Merrie Handfinger - 2 Kislev, 5751 (11/19/1990)
Leon Handfinger (Yussel Leb ben Sarah v'Alexander)
   Father of Merrie Handfinger - 4 Av, 5765 (8/9/2005)
Golda Handfinger (Gittel)
   Aunt of Merrie Handfinger - 7 Sivan, 5768 (6/10/2008)
Arlene Simon
   Mother-in-law of Merrie Handfinger and Grandmother of Elize and Doron Simon - 29 Tammuz, 5781 (7/9/2021)
Bernard Simon (Baruch ben Eliyahu)
   Father-in-law of Merrie Handfinger and Grandfather of Elize and Doron Simon - 24 Tevet, 5765 (1/5/2005)
Leanore Glasser Harrison (Leah bat Yehudit v'Itzhak)
   Mother of Martha Harrison - 14 Tammuz, 5761 (7/5/2001)
Alan Harrison (Avraham ben Dvora v'Moshe)
   Father of Martha Harrison - 5 Shevat, 5771 (1/10/2011)
Maureen Osterman (Miriam bat Gittel)
   Mother of Karen Hartman - 24 Kislev, 5777 (12/24/2016)
Gary Hartman (Gershom ben Taybele)
   Father of Karen Hartman - 14 Tishrei, 5763 (9/20/2002)
Sharla Fischburg (Chana Baila)
   Aunt of Todd London - 23 Iyar, 5783 (5/14/2023)

Lillian and Edward Hawthorne
Lillian Hawthorne (Sarah Leah bat Yitzchak v'Malka)
   Mother of Fran Hawthorne - 10 Adar, 5773 (2/20/2013)
Edward Hawthorne (Yitzchat ben Yosef v'Yehudit)
   Father of Fran Hawthorne - 27 Tammuz, 5772 (7/17/2012)
Eda Herszkorn  
Grandmother of **Fran Hawthorne** - 17 Cheshvan, 5754  
(11/1/1993)

**Joseph Herszkorn**  
Grandfather of **Fran Hawthorne** - 3 Tishrei, 5742 (10/1/1981)

**Mollie Spahn**  
Grandmother of **Fran Hawthorne** - 12 Av, 5742 (8/1/1982)

**Irving Spahn**  
Grandfather of **Fran Hawthorne** - 14 Av, 5745 (8/1/1985)

**Steven M. Radwell** (Shir Mordechai ben Moshe Aharon v'Chaya),  
Husband of **Louise Heit-Radwell** and father of **Martin Isaiah Heit Radwell** and **Molly Jordana Heit Radwell** - 12 Cheshvan, 5783 (11/6/2022)

![Steven M. Radwell](image)

**Irwin Heit** (Yitzchok ben Binyomin v'Jean)  
Father of **Louise Heit-Radwell** - 24 Nissan, 5780 (4/18/2020)

**Harriet Radwell** (Chaya)  
Mother of **Steve Radwell** - 23 Nissan, 5772 (4/15/2012)

**Martin A. Radwell** (Moshe Aharon ben Zev v'Chava)  
Father of **Steve Radwell** - 10 Kislev, 5763 (11/15/2002)

![Janet and Bill Holmes](image)

**Janet Elizabeth Stone Holmes**  
Mother of **Peter Stone Holmes** - 8 Tammuz, 5774 (7/6/2014)

**William Hazard Holmes II**  
Father of **Peter Stone Holmes** - 18 Tishrei, 5771 (9/26/2010)
Carlton Hazard Holmes I
   Grandfather of Peter Stone Holmes - 20 Av, 5710 (8/3/1950)

John Robinson Holmes
   Uncle of Peter Stone Holmes - 24 Shevat, 5765 (2/3/2005)

George Wellington Stone
   Grandfather of Peter Stone Holmes - 1 Kislev, 5733 (11/7/1972)

Eric Hollander (Yitzchak ben Aryeh Leib v' Sarah Rivkah)
   Dear friend of Peter Holmes & PSJC - 28 Adar I, 5776 (3/8/2016)

Eleanor Honig (Elka Devorah bat Yisroael v'Rivka)
   Mother of Les Honig - 1 Tevet, 5762 (12/14/2001)

Erwin Honig (Israel ben Chaim Simcha v'Tcharna Fruma)
   Father of Les Honig - 3 Iyyar, 5771 (5/7/2011)

Betty Wolin (Rivka bat Alexander Ziskind v'Sara)
   Grandmother of Les Honig - 9 Shevat, 5752 (1/13/1992)

Israel Wolin (Yisroel)
   Grandfather of Les Honig - 1 Elul, 5727 (9/6/1967)

Jennie Honig (Tcharna Fruma bat Eliezer)

Hyman Honig (Chaim Simcha ben Moshe Feivel v'Chaya Esther),
   Grandfather of Les Honig - 1 Elul, 5742 (8/20/1982)

Herman Epelbaum (Tzvi Hersh)
   Father of Susana Honig - 3 Tishrei, 5777 (10/5/2016)

Jorge Epelbaum (Chayim Mendl ben Tzvi Hersh v'Peshe Beile)
   Brother of Susana Honig - 19 Av, 5768 (8/20/2008)
Joseph David Hurwitz (Yosef Dov ben Haim Mordechai v'Sophie), Father of Jonathan Hurwitz - 14 Elul, 5774 (9/9/2014)
Judith Ann Sitrin Hurwitz (Yehudit bat Tuvya v'Fayge)
   Mother of Jonathan Hurwitz - 7 Cheshvan, 5769 (11/5/2008)
Sylvia Silver
   Aunt of Jonathan Hurwitz - 30 Nisan, 5780 (4/24/2020)
Beverly Coleman
   Aunt of Jonathan Hurwitz - 15 Elul, 5778 (8/26/2018)
Florence Sitrin
M. Donald Coleman
   Uncle of Jonathan Hurwitz - 22 Kislev, 5781 (12/8/2020)
Evelyn Schnitzler (Chava Leah)
   Mother of Mona Schnitzler - 29 Tammuz, 5749 (9/1/1989)
Walter Schnitzler (Z'ev David Arieh)
   Father of Mona Schnitzler - 18 Kislev, 5751 (12/5/1990)
Harriet Ingber (Ita bat Elka v'David)
   Mother of Abby Ingber - 20 Kislev, 5780 (12/17/2019)
Joseph Sholom Ingber (Yosef Sholom ben Alexander v'Dina Rachel), Father of Abby Ingber - 19 Tishrei, 5778 (10/9/2017)
Harold Jarmon
   Father of Karen Jarmon - 5 Shevat, 5782 (1/7/2022)
Betty Kaplan (Borah bat Albert v'Della)
   Mother of Lynda Kaplan - 14 Sivan, 5778 (5/28/2018)
Sheldon Kaplan (Zussi)
   Father of Lynda Kaplan - 7 Nissan, 5742 (3/31/1982)
Annette Kaplan
   Sister of Lynda Kaplan - 25 Cheshvan, 5775 (11/18/2014)
Sarah Rabinowitz (Sarah)
   Mother of Richard Rabinowitz - 23 Cheshvan, 5776 (11/5/2015)
David Rabinowitz (David)
   Father of Richard Rabinowitz - 17 Cheshvan, 5769 (1/15/2008)

Asa Kaplan (Asher ben Yechezkel)
Tilda Kalman (Tova)
Mother of Beverly Kalman - 27 Iyar, 5780 (5/21/2020)

Nathan Kalman (Noah)
Father of Beverly Kalman - 18 Shevat, 5747 (2/17/1987)

Asa Kaplan (Asher Ben Yechezkel)
Father of Pamela Kaplan - 30 Kislev, 5779 (12/8/2018)

Mary Hoffert (Mariom)
Grandmother of Pamela Kaplan - 16 Tammuz, 5737 (7/2/1977)

Honora Gershman (Hannah Lifsha)
Aunt of Pamela Kaplan - 24 Cheshvan, 5777 (11/25/2016)

Cary Steven Hausman
Cousin of Pamela Kaplan - 19 Sivan, 5781 (5/30/2021)

Alan Laska
Friend of Pamela Kaplan & Bill Miller - 8 Shevat, 5771 (1/13/2011)

Claire Kardeman (Keile bat Tzila v'Elia)
Mother of Marilyn Kardeman and Grandmother of Lianna Su

Liping Kardeman - 12 Tevet, 5772 (1/7/2012)

Henry Kardeman (Heinoch ben Mordechai Dov v'Hasha)
Father of Marilyn Kardeman - 3 Adar II, 5733 (3/7/1973)

Lillian Winnegrad (Leah bat Keile v'Heinoch) Sister of Marilyn Kardeman - 17 Nissan, 5783 (4/8/2023)

Tzila Katz
Grandmother of Marilyn Kardeman - 21 Elul, 5722 (9/20/1962)

Elias Katz
Grandfather of Marilyn Kardeman - 6 Kislev, 5720 (12/7/1959)

Molly Neumann
Aunt of Marilyn Kardeman - 22 Kislev, 5712 (12/21/1951)

Edith Eichenbaum
Cousin of Marilyn Kardeman - 23 Elul, 5780 (9/12/2020)

Lewis Eichenbaum
Cousin of Marilyn Kardeman - 4 Tevet, 5753 (12/28/1992)

Joan Provizer (Yosifa bat Aviva Chaya v'Yosef)
Mother of Traci Kaye and Bubbie of Vivian and Sascha Kaye - 10 Kislev, 5774 (11/13/2013)
Rose Kindler  
Mother of **Zev Kindler** - 20 Av, 5764 (8/7/2004)

Israel Kindler  
Father of **Zev Kindler** - 6 Nissan, 5774 (4/6/2014)

Marvin Weiner  

Anna Bajuk  
Aunt of **Zev Kindler** - 16 Adar, 5780 (3/12/2020)

Marcos Bajuk  
Cousin of **Zev Kindler** - 4 Av, 5783 (7/22/2023)

Harold Schneider (Choneh ben Chaya v'Fred)  
Father of **Shelly Klainberg** - 25 Adar II, 5782 (3/28/2022)

Bernard Klainberg (Baruch ben Sholmo v'Sara)  
Father of **Josh Klainberg** - 12 Av, 5776 (8/16/2016)

David Charles Rothman (David ben Moshe)  
Father of **Rebecca Rothman Klein** - 29 Adar II, 5760 (4/5/2000)

Deborah Kligler Krasnow (Devorah bat Yosef v'Etel)  
Mother of **Ben Kligler** - 16 Sivan, 5778 (5/30/2018)

David Kligler (David Aharon ben Yisrael)  
Father of **Ben Kligler** - 10 Tevet, 5740 (12/30/1979)

Paul Klotz (Pinchas ben Yakov)  
Father of **Jay Klotz** - 23 Kislev, 5747 (12/25/1986)

Florence LeBlanc  
Mother of **Jacqueline LeBlanc** - 10 Adar, 5750 (3/7/1990)

Marilyn Krichmar  
Mother of **Todd Krichmar** - 8 Av, 5777 (7/31/2017)

Seymour Krichmar  
Father of **Todd Krichmar** - 6 Adar, 5778 (2/21/2018)
Jane Kuttner (Yehudit bat Beryl v’Raizel)
  Wife of Neil Kuttner - 24 Shevat, 5780 (2/19/2020)
Bertha Kuttner (Bela bat Yehuda v’Ztevia)
  Mother of Neil Kuttner - 1 Shevat, 5763 (1/4/2003)
David Kuttner (David ben Natan v’Miriam)
  Father of Neil Kuttner - 21 Iyyar, 5753 (5/12/1993)

Rabbi Howard Kummer (HaRav Chaim Klonemus ben Yosef v’Malkah), Father of Daniel Kummer - 10 Tammuz, 5759 (6/24/1999)

Helaine Landau
  Mother of Lisa Landau - 30 Av, 5764 (8/17/2004)
S. Lester Landau

Suzanne Schepps
  Mother of Richard Lefkowitz - 20 Nissan, 5754 (4/1/1994)

Pauline Levine (Chana Perel bat Rav Yankel Dovid v’Chaya Rayzel), Mother of Gavrielle & Myron Levine - 10 Cheshvan, 5764 (11/5/2003)

Saul Levine (Betzalel ben Tzvi Hirsch v’Belka)
  Father of Gavrielle & Myron Levine - 18 Tishrei, 5746 (10/3/1985)

Becky Levine (Belka bat Nahum)
  Grandmother of Gavrielle & Myron Levine - 7 Shevat, 5746 (1/17/1986)

Harry Levine (Tsvi Hirsch ben Avraham Yitzhak)
  Grandfather of Gavrielle & Myron Levine - 20 Av, 5717 (8/17/1957)

Rose Rosenzweig (Chaya Reizel bat Mayer HaLevi v’Miriam)
  Grandmother of Gavrielle & Myron Levine - 2 Adar, 5741 (2/6/1981)

Jacob Rosenzweig (Rav Yakov Dovid ben Gavriel v’Tova)
Helen Goosay (Henna bat Rav Yakov Dovid v'Chaya Rayzel)
Aunt of Gavrielle & Myron Levine - 24 Nissan, 5736
(4/24/1976)

Mary Rosenzweig (Miriam bat Rav Yakov Dovid v'Chaya Rayzel)
Aunt of Gavrielle & Myron Levine - 10 Cheshvan, 5733
(10/18/1972)

Jerome Levine (Yankel ben Tsvi Hirsch v'Belka)
Uncle of Gavrielle & Myron Levine - 6 Elul, 5773 (8/12/2013)

Norman Levine (Nachum ben Tsvi Hirsch v'Belka)
Uncle of Gavrielle & Myron Levine - 6 Nissan, 5748
(3/24/1988)

Sylvia Blank (Tsyril bat Tsvi Hirsch v'Belka)
Aunt of Gavrielle & Myron Levine - 2 Cheshvan, 5748
(10/25/1987)

Samuel Blank (Shlomo ben Yehuda Lev v'Chava)
Uncle of Gavrielle & Myron Levine - 17 Cheshvan, 5751
(11/5/1990)

Aviva Jacobs (Aviva bat Rav Yakov Shochnah v'Henna)
Cousin of Gavrielle & Myron Levine - 5 Av, 5773 (7/12/2013)

Maurice Siniawer (Moshe ben Baile)
Cousin of Gavrielle & Myron Levine - 13 Tevet, 5765
(12/25/2004)

Michael Jacobs (Meir ben Rav Yakov Shochnah v'Henna)
Cousin of Gavrielle & Myron Levine - 3 Iyyar, 5780
(4/27/2020)

Rose Siniawer (Roiza bat Natan v'Ella)
Cousin of Gavrielle & Myron Levine - 27 Sivan, 5758
(6/21/1998)

Glenda Reveille
Dear Friend of Gavrielle Levine, Alan Palmer and Elizabeth Schnur - 3 Av, 5782 (7/31/2022)

Sylvia Steinberg (Chivya bat Rose v'David Louis)
Mother of Sandra Linenschmidt - 24 Nissan, 5776 (5/2/2016)

Morris Lazarus Steinberg (Moshe ben Yakov)
Father of Sandra Linenschmidt - 22 Tevet, 5766 (1/22/2006)
Ida Frankelman Steinberg
   Aunt of Sandra Linenschmidt - 29 Iyyar, 5776 (12/9/2009)

Herman A. Steinberg
   Uncle of Sandra Linenschmidt - 4 Cheshvan, 5771 (10/12/2010)

Jack Lister
   Father of Ardele Lister and son of Sadie and Wolf-Bear Listernick - 18 Iyyar, 5763 (5/20/2003)

Christopher Rivers Nunnally
   Beloved Partner of Loretta Lurie - 1 Kislev, 5783 (1/25/2022)

Bobbie Lurie (Fayga Brina)
   Mother of Loretta Lurie - 26 Adar I, 5774 (2/26/2014)

Harold Herschel Lurie (Chayim Tzvi)
   Father of Loretta Lurie - 27 Elul, 5775 (9/11/2015)

Chas McKinley
   Father of Leslie McKinley - 25 Adar, 5770 (3/11/2010)

Anna Marie Diesing McKinley
   Grandmother of Leslie McKinley - 28 Elul, 5744 (9/25/1984)

Laura McKinley
   Sister of Leslie McKinley - 5 Av, 5778 (7/17/2018)

Chuck McKinley
   Brother of Leslie McKinley - 3 Kislev, 5772 (11/29/2011)

Margery McDonald McKinley
   Mother of Leslie McKinley - 9 Iyar, 0 (4/30/2023)
Emma Lee Min Minkin
   Daughter of Betsy and Josh Minkin - 16 Shevat, 5760 (1/23/2000)

Rosalie Rosenfeld Lampert
   Mother of Betsy Lampert Minkin - 10 Adar I, 5768 (2/16/2008)

Bernard Philip Lampert
   Father of Betsy Lampert Minkin - 8 Nissan, 5731 (4/3/1971)

Dora Rosenfeld
   Aunt of Betsy Lampert Minkin - 20 Tishrei, 5769 (10/19/2008)

Zalman Rosenfeld
   Uncle of Betsy Lampert Minkin - 10 Sivan, 5746 (6/17/1986)

Ruth Batt Minkin
   Mother of Josh Minkin - 4 Nissan, 5763 (4/6/2003)

Norman Minkin
   Father of Josh Minkin - 22 Tishrei, 5753 (10/19/1992)

Clara Minkin
   Grandmother of Josh Minkin - Date unknown

Joseph Minkin
   Grandfather of Josh Minkin - Date unknown

Ethel Levine Moch (Yenta bat Chansha Yetta)
   Mother of Yehudit Moch - 8 Elul, 5763 (9/5/2003)

Ed Moch (Adel ben Shmuel)
   Father of Yehudit Moch - 21 Nissan, 5759 (4/7/1999)

Warren Moskowitz (Meir Zev ben Bunem v'Sarah Gittel)
   Father of Judith Moskowitz - 4 Kislev, 5766 (12/5/2005)

David Moskowitz  
Father of Martin Moskowitz - 6 Kislev, 5771 (11/13/2010)

Frances Rosenfeld  
Aunt of Martin Moskowitz - 14 Nissan, 5779 (4/19/2019)

Libby Rosenfeld (Sura Leiba bat Moshe v'Lena)  
Mother of Roberta Moskowitz - 13 Tamuz, 5778 (6/26/2018)

Murray Rosenfeld (Moshe ben Abraham v'Jenny)  
Father of Roberta Moskowitz - 3 Kislev, 5771 (11/10/2010)

Sylvia Rosenfeld  
Aunt of Roberta Moskowitz - 4 Sivan, 5781 (5/15/2021)

Ruth Feinstein (Rachel bat Moshe v'Lena)  
Aunt of Roberta Moskowitz - 17 Iyyar, 5766 (5/15/2006)

Edwin Feinstein  
Uncle of Roberta Moskowitz - 23 Kislev, 5749 (12/2/1988)

Deborah Feinstein (Deborah bat Rachel v'Edwin)  

Randy Gastwirt  
Cousin of Roberta Moskowitz - 23 Shevat, 5783 (2/14/2023)

Paul Rothman (Pesach Aharon ben Chayim v'Esther)  
Husband of Kalinka Moudrova-Rothman - 15 Nissan, 5778 (3/31/2018)

Stanka Moudrova  
Mother of Kalinka Moudrova-Rothman - 23 Tishrei, 5743 (10/10/1982)

Hristo Moudrov  
Father of Kalinka Moudrova-Rothman - 26 Elul, 5762 (9/3/2002)
Herman Rothman (Chayim ben Zvi)
Father-in-law of Kalinka Moudrova-Rothman - 6 Shevat, Year unknown

Esther “Clara” Rothman (Chaya Esther ben Pesach)
Mother-in-law of Kalinka Moudrova-Rothman - 26 Iyar, Year unknown

Rachel Nachman
Mother of David Nachman - 15 Shevat, 5775 (2/1/2015)

Harvey Nachman (Chaim)
Father of David Nachman - 12 Adar, 5754 (2/23/1994)

Elana Nachman
Sister of David Nachman - 10 Av, 5782 (8/7/2022)

Ann Weinfeld Schulman
Mother of Amy Schulman - 23 Tevet, 5765 (1/4/2005)

Alvin Schulman
Father of Amy Schulman - 17 Av, 5782 (8/14/2022)

Ray Abrahams (Yerachmeal Heanach ben Chaim Wolf v’Baela)
Father of Ilana Nolte - 8 Av, 5768 (8/9/2008)

Marge Palmer (Miriam bat Hazan Yishayahu HaCohen v’Faygel)
Mother of Alan Palmer - 18 Tammuz, 5758 (7/12/1998)

S. Edward Palmer (Shimshon Yehuda ben Dovid v’Malcah)
Father of Alan Palmer - 27 Cheshvan, 5777 (11/28/2016)

Beverly Joyce Palmer (Batya Gittel bat Shimshon Yehuda v’Miriam), Sister of Alan Palmer - 18 Shevat, 5766 (2/16/2006)

Margaret Palmer (Malka bat Avraham)
Grandmother of Alan Palmer - 15 Shevat, 5738 (1/23/1978)

David Palmer (David ben Moshe)

Faygel Kahanowitch (Fagyel bat Tsvi Aryeh v’Sulka)
Grandmother of Alan Palmer - 24 Tishrei, 5758 (10/25/1997)

Shia Kahanowitch (Hazon Yishayahu ben Mordechai HaCohen)
Grandfather of Alan Palmer - 20 Adar, 5731 (3/17/1971)
Roslyn Rothenberg
Aunt of Alan Palmer - 3 Cheshvan, 5758 (11/3/1997)

Oscar Rothenberg
Uncle of Alan Palmer - 14 Tishrei, 5751 (10/3/1990)

Marjorie Kahan (Margalit bat Natan)
Aunt of Alan Palmer - 7 Nissan, 5767 (3/26/2007)

Lawrence Kahan (Avraham Eliezar ben Hazan Yishayahu HaCohen v'Faygel)
Uncle of Alan Palmer - 8 Tishrei, 5760 (9/18/1999)

Mary Koltenuk (Miriam bat Tsvi Areyeh v'Sulka)
Great-Aunt of Alan Palmer - 30 Tishrei, 5771 (10/8/2010)

David Koltenuk (Dovid ben Zachariah v'Batya)

Ira Lebowitz
Friend of Alan Palmer - 12 Tammuz, 5778 (6/25/2018)

Evelyn Pearson (Chavah bat Alice v'Solon)
Mother of Beth Pearson - 28 Elul, 5759 (9/9/1999)

George Pearson (Gershon ben Esther v'Dov Be'er)
Father of Beth Pearson - 7 Kislev, 5765 (11/20/2004)

Catherine Siegel
Mother of Colleen Siegel - 6 Tamuz, 5747 (7/3/1987)

Ruth Joan Penn
Mother of Faye Penn Faye, Grandmother of Zeke, Ezra and Sami Tishcoff - 22 Av, 5783 (8/9/2023)

Arthur Penn
Father of Faye Penn, Grandmother of Zeke, Ezra and Sami Tishcoff - 14 Tammuz, 5782 (7/13/2022)

Sanford Irving Tishcoff (Sh'muel Azriel ben Yehudah v'Agusta)
Father of Joel Tishcoff - 5 Adar, 5771 (2/11/2011)
Michael Pollack (Michael ben Shalom Moshe)
  Father of David Pollack - 2 Elul, 5774 (8/28/2014)

Elayne Doben
  Grandmother of David Pollack - 14 Av, 5780 (8/4/2020)

Moe Pollack (Shalom Moshe ben David)

Pauline Pollack (Perel)
  Grandmother of David Pollack - 12 Tammuz, 5762 (6/22/2002)

Howard Finkelstein (Chaim ben Emanuvel v'Zelda)
  Uncle of David Pollack - 27 Tishrei, 5783 (10/22/2022)

Robert Mark Peters (Reuven ben Aryeh Lev)
  Father of Jenny Peters - 20 Tevet, 5774 (12/23/2013)

Eileen Katz Marks (Esther Genendle bat Geetle v'Avraham)
  Mother of Erica Ptohos - 22 Kislev, 5770 (12/9/2009)

Maurice Rahmey (Moshe)
  Father of Eileen Rahmey - 1 Tevet, 5774 (12/4/2013)

Renee Sorelle Ribnick (Sarah Rivka bat Shmuel v'Etah)
  Mother of Judy Ribnick - 28 Nissan, 5782 (4/29/2022)

Burt Ribnick (Baruch ben Yitzchak v'Chava)
  Father of Judy Ribnick - 10 Elul, 5753 (8/27/1993)

May Pollack (Matla bat David v'Chaya)
  Mother of Diane Burhenne - 7 Sivan, 5758 (6/1/1998)

Joseph Pollack (Yosef ben Moshe v'Etta)
  Father of Diane Burhenne - 12 Tevet, 5765 (12/24/2004)

Betty Sapon (Rivkah bat Moshe v'Etta)
  Aunt of Diane Burhenne - Date unknown
Leo Sapon
Uncle of Diane Burhenne - Date unknown

Bruno Korn (Dov ben Pinchas Zeleg Halevi v'Chaya Ita)

Jesse Korn (Chaya Yuta bat Michael David)
Family Friend of Judy Ribnick & Diane Burhenne - 28 Cheshvan, 5754 (11/12/1993)

Alvin Reisbaum (Benjamin ben Yehuda haLevi v'Rivka)
Father of Emily Reisbaum - 30 Nissan, 5782 (5/1/2022)

Lew Medintz
Father of Scott Medintz - 1 Tevet, 5772 (12/27/2011)

Lila Rieman (Leah bat Nachama v'Tzvi)
Wife of Michael Rieman and Mother of Erica Serbin - 22 Av, 5780 (8/12/2020)

Lila Rieman
Gertrude Rosen (Gittel bat David v'Devorah)  
Mother of David Rosen - 29 Shevat, 5758 (2/25/1998)

Sidney Rosen (Yeshaiyahu ben Ben-Zion HaLevi)  
Father of David Rosen - 22 Shevat, 5745 (2/13/1985)

Dora Rudman (D'vora bat Abraham)  

Peggy Potts  
Mother of Tori Rosen - 1 Adar, 5766 (3/1/2006)

Bill Potts  
Father of Tori Rosen - 18 Nissan, 5755 (4/18/1995)

Margaret Holmes Potts  
Sister of Tori Rosen - 5 Tishrei, 5777 (10/7/2016)

Marion Mark (Malka Leah)  
Mother of Marjorie Mark Rothenberg - 27 Adar, 5772 (3/21/2012)

Andrew Mark (Aaron Gershon)  
Father of Marjorie Mark Rothenberg - 23 Cheshvan, 5761 (11/21/2000)

Charlotte "Cookie" Zazik (Chaya Rivka bat Blanche)  
Mother of Ilene Rubenstein - 24 Kislev, 5777 (12/24/2016)

Irving Zazik (Yitzchak Moshe ben Yisroel)  
Father of Ilene Rubenstein - 14 Tishrei, 5734 (10/10/1973)

Marilyn Iris Rubenstein (Masha bat Nachum v'Raisel)  
Mother-in-law of Ilene Rubenstein - 13 Av, 5774 (8/9/2014)

Robert Rubenstein (Reuven ben Yitzchak Michael v'Baila)  
Father-in-law of Ilene Rubenstein - 26 Tammuz, 5766 (7/22/2006)
Michael Ryvicker (Mordechai ben Lev)
  Father of Miriam Ryvicker - 19 Adar, 5773 (3/1/2013)

Leo Gorenstein
  Step-Father of Carie Sadovnik - 6 Nissan, 5779 (4/11/2019)

Rolla Carrel

Miriam Gubbay (Miriam bat Dvorah v'Heschel)
  Mother of Joseph Gubbay - 8 Av, 5748 (7/22/1988)

Ezra Joseph Gubbay (Ezra ben Yosef v'Salha)
  Father of Joseph Gubbay - 18 Kislev, 5775 (12/10/2014)

Hollis Salzman
  Sister of Leslie Salzman - 15 Tishrei, 5781 (10/3/2020)

David Barry
  Brother-in-law of Leslie Salzman - 9 Av, 5779 (8/10/2019)

Joseph and Bertha Salzman
  Grandparents of Leslie Salzman - Date unknown

Harry and Fanny Sens
  Grandparents of Leslie Salzman - Date unknown

Bernie and Jerry Salzman
  Uncles of Leslie Salzman - Date unknown

Leslie Litwak
  Friend of Leslie Salzman - 15 Sivan, 5765 (6/1/2007)

Zsuszsanna Toth
  Friend of Leslie Salzman - 16 Elul, 5774 (9/11/2014)

Caleb Mazal Sande (Chaim Mazal ben Michael v'Shulamit)
  Son of Ellen Hollander-Sande and Michael Sande, Brother of
  Banjo (Benjamin) and Jonah Sande - 28 Elul, 5773 (9/3/2013)

Caleb Mazal Sande
Charles Hollander (Chaim Simche ben Batsheva v'Dov)
Father of Ellen Hollander-Sande - 4 Adar II, 5765 (3/15/2005)

Helen “Annie” Hochman
Great-Aunt of Ellen Hollander-Sande - 19 Adar II, 5765 (3/30/2005)

Charlotte Zelon (Tsipporah bat Shai v'Chaya)
Mother of Helen Zelon - 12 Iyyar, 5758 (5/8/1998)

Michael Zelon (Moshe ben Esther v'Gitman Meyer)
Father of Helen Zelon - 24 Tishrei, 5780 (10/23/2019)

Dorothea Sasson (Dvorah bat Rachel v'Aryeh)
Mother of Nathaniel Sasson - 7 Elul, 5771 (9/6/2011)

Melvin Sasson (Mechl ben Esther v'Abraham)
Father of Nathaniel Sasson - 9 Adar II, 5768 (3/17/2008)

Steve Bernstein
Dear Friend of Helen Zelon & Nathaniel Sasson - 3 Shevat, 5766 (2/1/2006)

Brian John Newcombe (Gavriel ben Avraham v'Sarah)
Husband of Chava Newcombe, Father of Daniel and Jonathan Newcombe, father-in-law of Anna Sasson Newcombe, grandfather of James and Charlie Newcombe, and dear friend of Helen Zelon and Nathaniel Sasson - 6 Tevet, 5783 (12/29/2022)
Rabbi Stanley Joshua Schachter (haRav Shimon Yehoshua ben Sarah Malka v'Shaul)
Father of Brenda Schachter - 7 Cheshvan, 5783 (11/1/2022)

Harriet Schnur (Nomi Tzirl bat Mordechai v'Raizel)
Mother of Elizabeth Schnur - 19 Sivan, 5778 (6/2/2018)
Warren Lionel Schnur (Aryeh Zev ben Yitzchak HaLevi)
Father of Elizabeth Schnur - 22 Shevat, 5744 (1/26/1984)

Harriet and Warren Schnur

Paul Sokol (Pesach)
Loving partner to Harriet Schnur and “GrandPaul” to Warren and Josh Schnur-Holmes - 1 Av, 5748 (7/15/1988)

Jerome Schnur
Uncle of Elizabeth Schnur - 15 Adar, 5750 (3/12/1990)

Celeste Schnur Stone
Aunt of Elizabeth Schnur - 27 Av, 5778 (8/8/2018)

Vera Frank Levine

Rose Settel Frank (Raizel)
Grandmother of Elizabeth Schnur - 14 Kislev, 5709 (12/16/1948)

Max Frank (Mordechai)
Grandfather of Elizabeth Schnur - 29 Nissan, 5727 (5/9/1967)

Frances Schnur (Feige)
Grandmother of Elizabeth Schnur - 28 Sivan, 5754 (6/7/1994)

Irving I Schnur (Yitzchak HaLevi)
Grandfather of Elizabeth Schnur - 20 Av, 5731 (8/11/1971)

Joel Ira Levine (Yoel ben Vera)
Cousin of Elizabeth Schnur - 5 Elul, 5782 (9/1/2022)
Jeffrey Mattison Warshaw  
Cousin of Elizabeth Schnur - 6 Tammuz, 5764 (6/25/2004)

Gilad Desheh  
Dear Friend of Elizabeth Schnur - 10 Tishrei, 5734  
(10/6/1973)

Jeffrey Warshaw

Gilad Desheh

Sue Desheh  
Dear Friend of Elizabeth Schnur and Peter Holmes - 24 Iyyar, 5776 (6/1/2016)

Sue Desheh

Bill Jones (Moshe ben Avraham v'Sarah)  
Husband of Dr. Linda M. Schoenberg, Father of Rebecca Schoenberg-Jones - 10 Cheshvan, 5783 (11/4/2022)

Bill Jones and Family

Ruth Schuman (Chava Reiza bat Mordecai)  
Mother of Adine Schuman-Pusey - 14 Nissan, 5773  
(3/25/2013)

Joseph Schuman (Yosef ben Yechiel)  
Father of Adine Schuman-Pusey - 7 Sivan, 5779 (6/10/2019)

Ruth and Joe Schuman
Anna Elfont (Chana)  
    Grandmother of **Adine Schuman-Pusey** - 11 Av, 5718  
    (7/28/1958)

Max Elfont  
    Grandfather of **Adine Schuman-Pusey** - 10 Tammuz, 5714  
    (7/11/1954)

**Dora Schuman** (D'vorah)  
    Grandmother of **Adine Schuman-Pusey** - 10 Tammuz, 5737  
    (6/26/1977)

Max Schuman  
    Grandfather of **Adine Schuman-Pusey** - 27 Av, 5713  
    (8/8/1953)

Arnold Elfont  
    Uncle of **Adine Schuman-Pusey** - 27 Cheshvan, 5742  
    (11/24/1981)

![Max, Joseph, and Dora Schuman](image1)

![Arnold Elfont, Ruth Schuman, David Elfont, Anna Elfont, Max Elfont](image2)

**Rochelle Schwalb** (Rechel bat Eliezer Aryei v'Reisel Esther)  
    Mother of **Esther Schwalb** - 14 Iyyar, 5764 (5/5/2004)

**Nathan Schwalb** (Naftali Alter ben Ester v'Menachem Mendel)  
    Father of **Esther Schwalb** - 10 Tishrei, 5747 (10/13/1986)

**Ella Drucker-Spivak** (Ester bat Genia v'Mordechai)  
    Cousin of **Esther Schwalb** - 3 Adar, 5749 (3/10/1989)

**Marcus Drucker** (Mordechai)  
    Uncle of **Esther Schwalb** - 23 Elul, 5726 (9/8/1966)

**Miriam Drucker** (Genia bat Ester v'Menachem Mendel)  

**Mischa Zimmerman** (Mordechai ben Henia)  
    Cousin of **Esther Schwalb** - 22 Shevat, 5765 (2/1/2005)

**Molly Schrager** (Malcha bat Ester v'Menachem Mendel)  

**Sam Schrager** (Sholom)  
    Uncle of **Esther Schwalb** - 1 Tevet, 5755 (12/4/1994)
Hope Haase
   Mother of David Haase - 26 Adar, 5752 (3/31/1992)

Walter Haase
   Father of David Haase - 2 Shevat, 5773 (1/13/2013)

Joan (Smith) Kaufman (Yitah bat Tuviyah v'Sarah)
   Mother of Mark Schwartz - 23 Tishrei, 5776 (10/6/2015)

Gerald Schwartz (Gershon ben Mayer v'Gittel)
   Father of Mark Schwartz - 2 Tammuz, 5771 (7/3/2011)

Celia Kalet (Tzila bat Alter v'Chaya)
   Mother of Adina Kalet - 23 Shevat, 5752 (1/28/1992)

Mania Schweitzer (Miryam bat Chill)

Joseph Schweitzer (Yosef ben Yitzhak)
   Father of Harry Schweitzer - 5 Adar, 5755 (3/7/1995)

Maidie Schweitzer (Rochel Leah)
   Aunt of Harry Schweitzer - 4 Tammuz, 5774 (7/2/2014)

Simon Schweitzer (Shimon ben Yitzchak)
   Uncle of Harry Schweitzer - 13 Sivan, 5770 (5/26/2010)

Keith Debrowner (Meyer ben Gershon)
   Brother of Sister-in-law of Harry Schweitzer - 4 Elul, 5780 (8/24/2020)

Laura Weiner (Leah)
   Mother of Carol Weiner - 3 Adar I, 5771 (2/7/2011)

Herman (Hy) Weiner (Osher)
   Father of Carol Weiner - 9 Nissan, 5762 (3/22/2002)
David Seligman (David ben Hillel v'Minna)
Father of Yael Seligman - 15 Cheshvan, 5780 (11/13/2019)

David Seligman

Geraldine Aaront Simon (Gitel)
Mother of Ellen Simon - 29 Shevat, 5743 (2/12/1983)

Loron M Simon (Eliezer Ben Chanan)
Father of Ellen Simon - 1 Adar, 5783 (2/22/2023)

Jane Ruth Simon
Sister of Ellen Simon - 22 Elul, 5725 (9/19/1965)

Jackie Singer (Yiskah bat Yisrael Yaakov v'Chanah)
Mother of Ira Singer - 7 Tevet, 5779 (12/15/2018)

Leonard Singer (Leibl)
Father of Ira Singer - 20 Tevet, 5751 (1/6/1991)

Michael Wallen
Uncle of Ira Singer - 6 Sivan, 5758 (5/31/1998)

Assunta Senese
Mother of Carmela Senese - 22 Tishrei, 5765 (10/7/2004)

Walter Grossberg (Zev ben Yisroel v'Adele)
Father of Reva Grossberg - 13 Sivan, 5753 (6/2/1993)

Claire Miller (Chaika bat Rebecca v'Israel)
Grandmother of Reva Grossberg - 8 Iyyar, 5742 (5/1/1982)

David Miller (David)
Grandfather of Reva Grossberg - 10 Tevet, 5731 (1/7/1971)

Ruth Singer
Mother of Naomi Singer - 18 Sivan, 5773 (5/27/2013)
Marcia Slarskey (Mushka bat Reuven v’Golda)
   Mother of David Slarskey - 12 Adar, 5772 (3/6/2012)

Fannye Roberts Smith (Fagel Ruchel bat Mordecai)
   Mother of Ann Smith - 13 Tammuz, 5757 (7/18/1997)
Phil Smith (Shriga Fivel ben Gershon Yitzhak HaLevi)
   Father of Ann Smith - 19 Sivan, 5761 (6/10/2001)
Norman Stanley Smith (Nasanel Shimshun ben Shriga Fivel v’Fagel Ruchel)
   Brother of Ann Smith - 12 Av, 5748 (7/26/1988)
Harry Irving Smith (Gershon Yitzhak ben Shriga Fivel v’Fagel Ruchel)
Gerald Robert Smith (Gedalya ben Shriga Fivel v’Fagel Ruchel)
   Brother of Ann Smith - 23 Elul, 5737 (9/6/1977)
Mark Andy Smith (Mordecai Chaim ben Gershon Yitzhak)
   Nephew of Ann Smith - 4 Elul, 5775 (8/19/2015)

Beatrice Snyder (Bryna bat Shmuel Dovid v’Sosya)
   Mother of Michael Snyder - 3 Nissan, 5771 (4/7/2011)
Isaac Snyder (Yitzhack HaLevi ben Ephraim v’Sheindel)
   Father of Michael Snyder - 7 Av, 5763 (8/5/2003)
Abram Joel Snyder (Avram Sholom ben Yitzchak v’Bryna)
   Brother of Michael Snyder - 16 Adar, 5710 (3/5/1950)

Nettie Fishman (Nechah bat Mordechai)
   Mother of Reba Fishman Snyder - 5 Cheshvan, 5770 (10/23/2009)
Louis Fishman (Aryeh Lev ben Menachem Mendel)
   Father of Reba Fishman Snyder - 28 Shevat, 5741 (2/2/1981)
Eina Fishman (Chaya Geli bat Aryeh Lev v’Nechah)
   Sister of Reba Fishman Snyder - 5 Tevet, 5781 (12/20/2020)
Barbara Stein  (Batya bat Chana v'Avraham)
Mother of Stephen Stein and Grandmother to Bria & Bette Stein - Tevet 4,5770 (12/21/2009)

Janet Judd Barrett
Mother of Rebecca Barrett Stein and Grandmother to Bria & Bette Stein - Cheshvan 17, 5780 (11/15/2019)

Brian Barrett
Father of Rebecca Barrett Stein and Grandfather to Bria & Bette Stein - Cheshvan 10, 5747 (11/1/1996)

Syd Steinfeld  (Sosha bat Zusha v'Ettel)
Mother of Alvin Steinfeld - 12 Adar, 5766 (3/12/2006)

David Steinfeld  (Dovid Yehuda ben Avraham Sholem)
Father of Alvin Steinfeld - 28 Adar, 5740 (3/16/1980)

Mark Steinfeld  (Meir Tanchan ben Dovid Yehuda v'Sosha)
Brother of Alvin Steinfeld - 4 Shevat, 5780 (1/30/2020)

Leah Kabacoff  (Layah bat Benjamin v'Lilian)
Mother of Deena Steinfeld - Unknown,

Bernard Kabacoff  (Lazer Baer ben Moshe v'Faiga)
Father of Deena Steinfeld - 5 Nissan, 5775 (3/25/2015)

Pinkus H. Szuchmacher  (Pinchas ben Ruchel v'Levi)
Father of Jill Szuchmacher - 30 Av, 5781 (8/8/2021)
Frieda Krasner (Fredka bat Beryl v'Zlata)
   Mother of Bonnie Ullman - 26 Shevat, 5768 (2/2/2008)
Albert Krasner (Nachamiah ben Kalman v'Toibe)
   Father of Bonnie Ullman - 12 Adar II, 5733 (3/16/1973)
Lillian Engleman (Lipke bat Beryl v'Zlata)
   Aunt of Bonnie Ullman - 18 Tishrei, 5747 (10/21/1986)

Shirley Ullman (Shana Minela)
   Mother of Seth and Judith Ullman - 10 Adar II, 5782 (3/13/2022)
Martin Ullman (Moishe ben Avraham v'Devorah)
   Father of Seth and Judith Ullman - 29 Nissan, 5775 (4/18/2015)

Esther Kornbluth (Esther bat Baruch v'Tzipporah)
   Mother of Hanna Ulman - 25 Adar II, 5771 (3/31/2011)
Ze'ev Kornbluth (Ze'ev ben Mordechai v'Chana)
   Father of Hanna Ulman - 17 Adar I, 5752 (2/21/1992)
Rachel Ulman (Rachel bat Aharon v'Leah)
   Mother of Avi Ulman - 19 Tishrei, 5754 (10/4/1993)
Yaacov Ulman (Yaakov ben Abraham v'Malka)
   Father of Avi Ulman - 14 Nissan, 5747 (4/13/1987)

Gloria Spivak (Zehava bat Yitzhak v' Chaya Sara)
   Mother of Ellen Umansky - 13 Shevat, 5776 (1/22/2016)

Natalie Urich (Nechama bat Heschel v'Sarah)
   Mother of Charles Urich - 7 Tevet, 5770 (12/24/2009)
David Urich (Dovid ben Chaim HaLevi v'Esther)
   Father of Charles Urich - 14 Nissan, 5757 (4/21/1997)
Lona Walker Dobbs
Adoptive Mother of Nickolai Walker - 7 Sivan, 5769 (5/30/2009)

Tamora Walker
Sister of Nickolai Walker - 4 Av, 5782 (8/1/2022)

Maritza Walker
Sister of Nickolai Walker - May, 2000

Ruben Walker
Brother of Nickolai Walker - Spring, 2022

Leticia Greenfield
Birth Mother of Nickolai Walker - 23 Tishrei, 5776 (10/6/2015)

Andrew Light
Brother of Nickolai Walker - 10 Adar, 5769 (3/6/2009)

Sylvia Wax (Sura bat Mordechai v'Etta)
Mother of Ronnie Wax - 10 Shevat, 5767 (1/29/2007)

Milton Wax (Mordechai Yonah)
Father of Ronnie Wax - 20 Iyyar, 5762 (5/2/2002)

Richard Wax (Hersh Hayim ben Mordechai Yonah)
Brother of Ronnie Wax - 1 Nissan, 5749 (4/6/1989)
Reyna McGowen (Rivka bat Chayim v'Hanah Golda)  
Mother of Angela Weisl - 11 Sivan, 5749 (6/14/1989)

Edwin L. Weisl, Jr.  
Father of Angela Weisl - 24 Tishrei, 5766 (10/27/2005)

Reyna McGowen  
Edwin L. Weisl, Jr.  
Lynne Rogers

Lynne Rogers  
Step-Mother of Angela Weisl - 9 Tishrei, 5780 (10/9/2019)

Barbara Weisl  

Edward McGowen  
Step-Father of Angela Weisl - 11 Tishrei, 5756 (10/5/1995)

Elinor Lander Horwitz (Leah Basha bat Chaim v'Hannah Golda)  
Aunt of Angela Weisl, 9 Cheshvan, 5783 (11/3/2022)

Norman Horwitz  
Uncle of Angela Weisl - 18 Tishrei, 5773 (10/4/2012)

Esther Rose Mehlman  
Cousin of Angela Weisl - 26 Shevat, 5768 (2/2/2008)

Tony Horwitz  
Cousin of Angela Weisl - 22 Iyar, 5779 (5/27/2019)

Ursula Setlow Pearson  
Great-Aunt of Angela Weisl - 7 Adar, 5776 (3/17/2016)

Tony Horwitz  
Ursula Setlow Pearson
Frank Catabilotta
   Student of Angela Weisl - 13 Shevat, 5760 (1/20/2000)

John Giunta
   Student of Angela Weisl - 13 Shevat, 5760 (1/20/2000)

Aaron Karol
   Student of Angela Weisl - 13 Shevat, 5760 (1/20/2000)

Richard Squillace
   Father of Robert Squillace - 12 Kislev, 5781 (12/9/2020)

Pearl Weiner (Penina)
   Mother of Marc Weiner - 4 Shevat, 5763 (1/7/2003)

Henry Alexander Weiner (Chaim)
   Father of Marc Weiner - 23 Iyar, 5775 (5/12/2015)

David Wofsey (Dovid ben Bessie v'Herman)
   Father of Eden Wofsey - 5 Shevat, 5779 (1/12/2019)

Flora Wofsey (Feiga Esther bas Velvel v'Hannah Ruchel)
   Mother of Eden Wofsey - 18 Kislev, 5782 (11/22/2021)
The PSJC Community holds in our hearts and our memories the PSJC members who have passed away over the years. So many of those people made enormous contributions of time, creativity and energy to our shul. Whether it was through serving on the Board and on committees, fundraising, donating to the Shabbat scotch fund, leading services, making shidduchs, providing sweat equity, providing financial support, or more generally supporting and caring for one another, our lives and our community are greatly diminished by their deaths.

Sadly, our departed members are too numerous to list individually, but as a community we bring forward the names of some core members whom we lost in 5783, who made particular impact on the PSJC community:

    Paul Cohen, Brian Newcombe, Rabbi Jeff Marker, Steve Radwell
The PSJC Community remembers with love those who died as a result of the Coronavirus pandemic. We also mourn the victims of racially and ethnically motivated violence, along with those gunned down at the Tree of Life Synagogue in Pittsburgh on the 18th of Cheshvan 5779/October 27, 2018, and all the victims of anti-Semitism, gun violence and terror. We hold in our hearts those who perished on the 12th of Elul 5771/September 11, 2001, which took place right before the High Holy Days, and so poignantly comes to mind every year at this season. We also hold in our hearts victims of the recent violence in Ukraine, along with the many individuals and communities around the world that have been devastated by the impact of climate change. May these be the last deaths from hate, violence and neglect in our world.
There are stars whose light reaches the earth only after they themselves have disintegrated and are no more.

And there are people whose scintillating memory lights the world after they have passed from it.

These lights – which shine in the darkest night – are those which illumine for us the path.

-Hannah Senesh